THE BOUSTROPHEDON SACRALINSCRIPTIONS
FROM THE AGORA'
(PLATES

29-32)

BETWEENthe years 1936 and 1939, the Agora excavationsproduceda collection of 26 similar fragments of Pentelic marble inscribed boustrophedon,
all found within a limited area on the northwest slope of the Akropolis,2immediately
east and west of the Panathenaic way at the point where it makes a marked bend,
preparatory to skirting round the steep northwest angle of the citadel and ending at
the Propylaea. Two isolated fragments had been found previously farther to the
northwest,3 bringing the total number found in the Agora to 28. Judged by the
circumstances of discovery and the general similarity of material, content and letterforms, they all appear to belong to a limited number of closely related documents,
which from their content, fragmentary though it is, and epigraphical technique are
of peculiar interest to all students of early Athenian history.
To summarize briefly the conclusions drawn tentatively below, they belong
apparentlyto two monuments (altars?) erected ca. 510-480 B.C. in the precinct defined
in inscriptions of the fifth century and later as the 'EXEvo-ivLov Ev 'ac-rOE,or simply the
'EXEv-kvwov;4 although they are inscribed boustrophedon, the appearance of the
letter-forms, coupled with the use of Pentelic marble,5 indicates a date when this
method of writing had already ceased as a normal practice in Attica; in the history
of Athenian leges sacrae, they form a link approximately midway in time between
the lost prototypes of the early sixth century, generally ascribed to Solon, and the
comprehensivere-edition of the calendar by Nikomachos in 403-399 B.C.; and finally,
they provide at length companionship for the lone fragment of Attic boustrophedon
preserved since 1781 in the British Museum (B. M. 74 I.G., 12, 839), over the
restoration of which there raged a Homeric duel between Boeckh and Hermann in
the early nineteenth century.6
"I wish to express my gratitude to Professor B. D. Meritt for permission to study these
fragments and to publish the results here, and to the members of the staff at the Agora, especially
E. Vanderpool and Miss L. Talcott, for their kind and unfailing assistance in every problem that
arose. I also owe a further debt of gratitude to Professor Meritt, E. Vanderpool, and A. E.
Raubitschek for their kind offices in reading this article in MS; their helpful suggestions are
acknowledged in the notes, but the responsibility for errors must remain solely my own.
2 The area shown as Sections AA, BB, ZZ,
, and II on the City Plan, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
p. 335, fig. 2.
3Nos. 66 a and 67 n, found in Sections 0 and II of the same plan.
4I.G., IJ, 6, line 129; 313, lines 14, 20; 314, lines 19 (restored), 26; I.G., JJ2, 204, line 7;
333, line 20; 661, line 32; 1072, line 3; 1078, lines 14 f., 41; 1672, col. I, line 6 (.?-at Eleusis?),
col. II, lines 162, 166, 167 f., 171, 183, 194-5, 203; 3EXAEVOvLaK,a A', 1932, p. 177, lines 25-6.
b Cf. Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors2, pp. 137 f., note 11.
6 Boeckh, C.I.G., I, no. 9 and pp. xxv f.; Hermann, Leips. Lit. Zeitg., nos. 238-241; cf. Hicks,
B. M. Intscr., I, p. 137.,
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The exact provenance of I.G., 12, 839 is not known. In the year 1765 Richard
Chandler returned to England from a tour of Greece made at the expense of the
Society of Dilettanti, bringing back with him for the Society several inscriptions
acquired in Athens and the Peiraieus, our fragment being among them. In the first
publication of the stone, nine years after its acquisition, Chandler gives only the
following account: 7 En! fragmentum 8ovorpo0br86v inscriptum; in muro repertum;
nunc penes Societatem Dilettanti. The wall into which it had evidently been built may
have been almost anywhere in the eighteenth-century area of Athens; but, inscribed
as it is boustrophedonon Pentelic marble in letters which correspond in size and shape
with those of the Agora fragments, and containing subject-matter of the same
detailed nature, the probability that it comes from the same monument or group of
monuments seems so strong that it is included here with the rest. A cast, made by
the technical staff of the British Museum with the kind permission of the Trustees,
was brought out to Athens for comparison, but no actual join could be made.
Chandler further reported that he had seen another boustrophedon fragment
built into the wall of a house in a square not far from the Capuchin monastery where
he was staying,8 but evidently he made no copy. Another fragment, I.G., I2, 838, was
copied by Ross and first published from his copy by Boeckh in 1835,' no provenance
being given. This piece, never rediscovered, is knowfnonly from Ross' copy, but from
the content of the surviving lines it was clearly of the same type as I.G., I2, 839, as
subsequent editors have agreed.'0 Indeed, it appears likely that it joined the left-hand
side of one of the Agora fragments (No. 67 f below).
A further minute piece (No. 67 i below) is preserved in the Epigraphical
Museum at Athens. Its original provenance is unknown," but here again a close
similarity with the Agora fragments seemed to justify its inclusion with them,
although no join could be made.
This provides us with three more additions to the series from the Agora, and
raises the total number of fragments attributed to the inscriptions to 31.12 In spite
7Chandler, Inscriptions, II, 1774, no. 28, pp. xxv and 54.
8Inscriptions, II, p. xxv: Aliud, sed minutum, vidi in platea non longe a monasterio capu-

chinorum, in pariete infixum. The monastery occupied the area immediately round the monument
of Lysikrates, below the southeast slope of the Akropolis.
9 Hall. Allgemnein.Lit. Zeitg., 1835, 3-5, p. 18, no. 36. It may possibly have been the one seen
by Chandler, but can hardly have merited the description " minutum."
10Franz, Elementa Ep. Graec., 1840, p. 99; Kirchhoff, I.G., I, 532.
11E.M. 101. For permission to publish it here, I am indebted to M.
Mitsos, Ephor of the
Epigraphical Museum. G. Stamires, who kindly verified the details of its acquisition for me, tells
me that it was presented by C. G. Oikonomopoulos, with no further recorded information except
that it came from the estate of A. Postolakis.
12 I was unable to find the fragmentary inscription I.G., I, 529 (not published in I.G., I2) in the
Epigraphical Museum, and cannot venture a reading from the I.G illustration. It is said, however,
to be inscribed boustrophedon on Pentelic marble, and to'have been found in Athens, so that there
may be a connection here.
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of this, only ten certain '" and three probable14 joins have been made, which leads to
the conclusion that the main parts of the monuments may still be scattered below the
built-over site adjoining the excavated area in question on the east and northeast sides.
This area was first identified as the site of the Eleusinion in 1938,'5 a conclusion
which has since been confirmed by further discoveries, though the limits of the precinct are still unknown.'6 The boustrophedon fragments bring further proof, since
No. 66 mentions the Greater (and Lesser?) Mysteries, and also one of the officials

of the Eleusiniancult, the Oat8vvTr'i(see below,pp. 92 f.). No. 67 n mentions/v.lTro-,
and other referencesto iv'crn or 1uvocr-qptacan be tentativelyrestoredon No. 67 b
and d.
In the list of fragments which follows, some explanation is needed for the method
of grouping adopted. No. 66, Frags. a-d evidently belong to a single stone (Block I),
of which only parts of one wide and one narrow face are preserved, the wide containing the end of the inscription with a vacat of 0.155 m. below, while the narrow,
as far as it remains, is blank. These fragments are distinguished from the rest by
the lettering, which is appreciably larger and more deeply cut, being mostly 0.02 m.
high, with an occasional diminution to 0.015 m. Apart from this diminution, the
appearance of the letters on- the fragments of No. 66 is fairly uniform; the most
characteristic is the acute-angled rho, which on a is r until the penultimate line, which
has It (compare 67 c, where the variants P and P are both used). No. 66 c also has It.
In general, the letters agree with those on certain public monuments usually dated
in the late sixth or early fifth century (see below, p. 102) ; it may well be that the same
stonemason was responsible for them all. The punctuation: is used between phrases.
To hazard any reconstruction of its original proportions from the present measurements of its lower left-hand corner, which is all that is left to us apart from three
small floaters, is hardly profitable. On an average, 8 letters occupy ca. 0.22 m., and
the fragmentary readings suggest that at least another 8, and probably more, are
missing; so that the existing width (0.24 m.) may represent only half, or less, of the
original front face. Among the other fragments, it may be noted that the combined
width of Nos. 67 f-h, if they indeed belong together, gives a restored front face
at least 0.54 m. wide (pp. 97, Fig. 2, and 102, Fig. 3).
The remaining fragments show certain minor differences in the letter-forms.
They also vary in the way in which they have split away from the main core. They
may be all from a single block, inscribed on three of its faces, the fourth face being
13

Nos. 66 a (3 fragments), 67 a (2 fragments), 67 j (3 fragments) and 67 p (2 fragments).

14Nos. 67f?+ g+h.

Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 207 ff.
:6Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 97ff., and 268; X, 1941, p. 258; XI, 1942, pp. 251 and 260ff.;
XIV, 1945, pp. 81 and 89. For earlier theories as to its position, cf. Judeich, Topographie v. Athen2,
pp. 287 ff.
15
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still blank when the stone was broken. In view of this, the fragments are listed in
three groups A, B, and C, tentatively assigned to the three inscribed faces of a
hypothetical Block II (see Fig. 3); but it mtist be stressed at the outset that this
arrangement is in no sense suggested as final, since the discovery of further f ragments, or a better interpretation of these, may well result in a different restoration.
We know definitely from the corner fragments 67 n and o that there was at least
one block inscribed on at least two faces, and from the corner fragments 67 c and d
that there was at least one block with at least one blank face; and of-these alternatives,
either to postulate an unknown number of similarly inscribed monuments all from
this area, or to attribute all the fragments to a single monument, the latter course has
been adopted here, the grouping being as follows.
No. 67 a-e (Face A) have all broken away irregularly at the back. The letterforms are neat, somewhat shallowly cut, and fairly closely spaced; the forms P and X
of rho and chi are used, except on 67 c, where they change halfway down to t and +
(cf. No. 66 a, with r1and k.; also 67 q, which has F at the top and X lower down,
indicating that here too the lettering changed as on 67 c). No. 67, Frags. a and b are
badly discoloured, c is also dark, d has a good colour still. The latter pair, both righthand corner fragments, show a blank adjacent face, and as d also preserves part of
the top; it follows that this whole face of the stone was uninscribed. Face A was
therefore one of the wide faces, since the mason would begin his cutting on one of the
wide sides, and, whether he continued onto the adjacent narrow face and thence round
to the other wide face, or whether he inscribed both wide faces before resorting to
the narrow, the face left uninscribed at the end would still be one of the narrow ones.
No. 67 f-o will then be from the other wide face (B), since the conjectural
restoration f + g + h gives a minimum width of 0.54 m. for the original face."These
fragments have split off smoothly from the core, in flat slabs whose width exceeds
their thickness, the straight-sliced breaks resembling the right-hand break of Frag. q
(Face C). Because of this, the first attempt at restoration put C on the left-hand
side of B. No joins, however, could be made, and this disposition of the faces was
given up; firstly, because if the flat backs of the B fragments were indeed to be laid
against the right-hand side of q, it would follow that q must be very close to the
right-hand edge of Face C, with only a few letters missing from, the line-endingswhich is evidently not the case (see below, p. 101) ; secondly, because the corner fragment d cannot belong to B, according to the present restoration (Fig. 2, f + g + h)as it would have to, if the face between A's right side and B's left were inscribed; and
thirdly, because the lettering of c and d seemed closer to the A than to the B fragments,
and that of the wider faces of n and o closer to the B fragments. The third reason
can hardly be pressed, however, since such judgments, based only on the general
appearance of lettering on fragments whose surfaces vary greatly in their state of
preservation, are bound to be open to question. The polished surface of most of these
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fragments is preserved, but the actual grooves of the letters, which are more deeply
and widely cut than those of A and C, are considerably corroded. The exceptions are
f, g, i, and o, whose surfaces are much more worn. The letters are slightly larger
and more widely spaced than those of A and C, and the forms of rho and chi are P
and +; the epsilon has a small tail; k preserves part of a one-line vacat about halfway
down it (cf. also s), after which the lettering begins again in the same direction
(R. to L.) as the last line above it. Three lines from the bottom of k, the lettering
becomes noticeably smaller and neater, though no less deeply cut, as though towards
the bottom of the face the mason was trying to fit in as much as possible. No. 67 n
and o, the two right-hand corner fragments preserving part of the adjacent Face C,
show the same characteristics in the few remaining letters of their C sides. The most
noticeable is the neat epsilon, with its vertical bar tall in proportion to the horizontal
crossbars.
The same epsilon occurs on the next and last group, p-t, attributed to Face C.
Most of this latter group have broken away in tall, narrow slivers whose thickness
sometimes exceeds their width; the most obvious example is q, with a width of
0.095 m., which extends back to a depth of 0.22 m. The letters are slightly more
crowded than those of the other faces, and smaller than those of B. The form P
of rho is used on p, P on q and r, and X for chi on q and s; the mason was evidently
using the variant types at will.
One last but important point must be raised in this preliminary survey: that is,
the nature of these two blocks. It will be observed that in both cases the lines are
restored as running horizontally, whereas one might rather expect them to run
vertically, like the lettering on the two contemporarysecular documents known to us; 17
particularly since it appears probable that the lines, on the two wider faces at least,
were of considerable length. In the case of Block I it seems most unlikely that it
should be read vertically (the blank face being then the top), with so large a vacat
between the last line and the left-hand edge; it is, however, not impossible. But in
the case of Block II, the evidence of the four corner fragments makes it impossible
for the inscriptions to be read in any way but horizontally.
The full width of Block I must remain conjectural, but may have been at least
0.48 m., or more. The minimumrestored width of Block II (Face B) would be 0.54 m.
(pp. 88 and 102) ; it may well have been much wider, since 0.54 m. would leave only
17 Salamis decree, I.G., 12, 1 (for latest literature, cf.
Wade-Gery, Cl. Qu., XL, 1946, pp. 101 ff.);
legal text from Marathon, side A (Vanderpool, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 329 ff.). Horizontally cut
inscriptions occur on stelai of the archaic period in other States; cf. one side of the Chios " kurbis"
(Tod, G.H.I.2, no. 1), the stele from the precinct of Herakles at Miletos (Milet, I, 3, pp. 276 f.,
no. 132), and two sides of the "hymn to Athena" from the Akropolis at Sparta (B.S.A., XXIX,
1927, pp. 45 ff., no. 69).
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room for a six-letter word, e. g., Xpd0ov, to precede the [hE,qc]
?wrea of line 1, and so
abrupt an opening seems unlikely, unless of course B were a direct continuation of A.
The thickness of Block I (incomplete) is 0.235 m.; that of Block II (incomplete) is
0.185 m. In short, if these blocks are stelai, they are abnormally thick (Block I) and

wide (Block II).18 It is therefore suggested that they are, in fact, not stelai but
altars,'9 consisting each of a squared block of Pentelic marble, probably mounted on
a low step or steps, and bearing ritual instructions cut on their vertical faces. The
closest parallel would be the contemporaryexample at Eleusis, I.Gf., I2, 5; this is best
interpreted as the top slab of a plain altar, which has no architectural crowning
feature, but only three hollows, a rectangular betweeen two circular, cut in the top,20
and ritual instructions, headed by a preamble, cut horizontally in five long lines from
L. to R. across the wide vertical face, which has a restored length of 1.509 m. Similar
cuttings appear on the tops of both fragments of I.G., I2, 596, which likewise formed
the top slab of an altar.2' No traces of cuttings are visible on the preserved top fragments of Block 11 (67 d and f) ; but as little more than the edge remains, this is hardly
to be expected.
Only in this way, I venture to think, can we account satisfactorily for the
abnormal length of line indicated by the restoration of Block II. One further point
may strengthen the case. If the lower edge of 66 a is original, as it appears to be
(see Plate 29), the smoothing of the inscribed surface right down to the bottom
indicates that the stone was not bedded into a base or into the ground, as a stele would
be, but set directly on the ground or on another stone.
I know of no other certain examples of an altar containing such long and detailed
instructions on its vertical faces; but the Eleusis altar shows that the idea at least
existed, and there are several later examples bearing shorter inscriptions, from Athens
18

The proportions of the contemporary stelai are: Marathon stele: width (original), 0.44 m.;

thickness, 0.20 m.; height, 1.20 m. Salamis decree: width (average),

0.22 m.; thickness, 0.135 m.;

height (existing), 0.54 m. (ca. 1.00 m. as restored by Meritt, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 305, fig. 1). The
famous decree concerning the Mysteries, I.G., I1, 6 + 9 (Meritt, Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 61 ff.,
and XV, 1946, pp. 249 ff.) has width, 0.32 m.; thickness, 0.20 m.; height (existing),

0.85 m.

19For archaic altars, cf. the literature in Reisch, Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., I, s. v. Altar, 1640 ff.;
inscribed altars, Stengel, Griech. Kultusalt.2, 1898, p. 15; Reisch, loc. cit., 1681 f.; Welter, A.A.,
1939, 23 ff.
20 Described as the lowest slab in the publication by Prott, A.M., XXIV,
1899, pp. 241 ff., the
cuttings being interpreted as for supports for a top slab; but it seems more likely that they have some
connection with the ritual offerings made on the top of the altar. Professor Meritt notes: " The
two altars in the Eleusinion at Athens remind one that there were also two altars at Eleusis, I.G.,
12, 5 being a doublet of I.G., J2, 818 (Raubitschek). The number is undoubtedly significant, and
related to the worship of the ' Goddesses '." Cf. 'EXEvotvatca,A', p. 177, lines 16-17 (ouuo.avarras
sTraxri rotv /3o,uo'V 'EXcaZlvt), and p. 179.
21 To be published, with Agora I 5220, as no. 331 in Raubitschek's forthcoming work on the
archaic dedications from the Athenian Akropolis.
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and elsewhere; 22 and, if detailed written instructions are demanded at all, it is undeniably a reasonable place on which to inscribe them.2"
66. BLOCK I.
a (Plate 29). Agora I 2470 a + b. a: two joining fragments, found 21 February, 1935, in
modern fill, Section 0, and 13 October, 1938,
in house, Section BB. b: found 22 February,
1939, in modern wall, Section BB. Maximum 24
width, 0.24 m.; height, 0.52 m.; thickness,
0.235 m.; height of letters, 0.02 m. Height of
vacat at bottom 0.155 m. Broken at top, right
side, and back; part of left side preserved
(uninscribed); the bottom edge appears to be
original, since it is parallel to the lowest line
of letters, the underside roughly finished; but
the stone was evidently re-used later (cf. socket
near lower edge), and might have been recut
then.
1 ---]L.
[

.Kag:
Ovho

-

-

]

TOh

5 ---p-]VptOV

V

-

[--

~XPL]dv he-

S

86YOY ? - - 'U'Sk
]V: hegrpov
[vov ?- --he,ue`8qu
]eVtOV

10

hex-

[v] EVr:
-

-

-]

pas

4O4---

uva[Te-

ptO]v YS

---rev

[--I-

h]tepe[a]v [Kat
&Otv
rov] 4at8u[vrev roEv

vacat

- - -

Line 1. Nothing is visible but the tip of a vertical stroke above the sigma in line 2.
Line 2. The first letter may be K or P, K is
perhaps more likely, since the next two rhos
are tailless. Perhaps [K] [pv] Kas: o[ ].
Lines 3-4. For the comparative form ,uftCvin
(derived
early Attic, instead of the later AedtoCv
by analogy from oXdtgwv), cf. I.G., J2, 22, line
65. In I.G., I2, 6, lines 93-5, the spellings are
reversed, to pElcoo and o'Xgoat; cf. Meritt,
Hesperia, XIV, 1945, pp. 66 f.
Lines 5-6. Or hq.cdu&p[va
rpla] ? Cf. the sacral
inscription from Kos, Herzog, Heilige Gesetze,
no. 3, line 11: Kp&Gavrpta ?)LufS8UVvaKat' arUpwv Tp6tq
'reTaprqS. On the amounts of grain mentioned,
see below, p. 105, note 52.
Line 12. After the v of TrOvI thought I could
see the left side of a curved letter just visible
in the break, 0[XEC0o'vov];but this is very uncertain.
Line 13. Part of a slanting stroke is visible
above the phi of line 14, which prevents the
otherwise possible restoration here: [7wv Eir'
aSvvTrfv rTotvbOtv,
[a] IC[at I Tov]
t6tL8o0t& h] LEpE
as in I.G., 12, 6, lines 130 f. (restored).
Line 14. The restoration of the patSvvrs here
and in 66 b, line 3, refutes the theory first advanced by Robert in connection with the oaLSvvr4 of Zeus at Olympia (Hermes, XXIII,
1889, pp. 452 ff.), and maintained by Hanell
(Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., XIX, s. v. Phaidryntes,
1559 f.), that the title, both at Olympia and in

22
Athens, I.G., JJ2, 4986-8; Paros, I.G., XII, 5, 1027; Thasos, I.G., XII, 8, 358. The fourthcentury ritual calendar of Kos (Herzog, Heil. Gesetze, nos. 1-4, pp. 5 if.) was inscribed on four
(originally twelve) slabs of marble, which Herzog suggests (op. cit., p. 5) may be from either a
"Tempelwand oder Altarsockel," pointing out that one or other would be the most suitable place
for an official calendar of offerings.
23 I would suggest further that the corner fragment from Corinth, inscribed horizontally with
part of a sacral inscription, may be from a similar altar of poros (Corinth, VIII, 1, no. 1; A.J.A.,
XLVI, 1942, pp. 69 ff.); also the archaic inscribed blocks with peculiar cuttings from Phleious
(Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 235 if.), containing apparently instructions for oaths, may be from a large
altar to Apollo, rededicated in the Augustan period.
24 The width and height in all cases are those of the fragment as a whole, not of the inscribed
face alone.
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the Eleusinian cult, is a late creation of the
Imperial period. The Eleusinian official is mentioned without detail in I.G., 1I2, 1092, line 29,
and in the decree passed ca. 220 A.D. for the
restitution of the ancient Eleusinian ritual,
I.G., II2, 1078, lines 16 ff.: 'O 4)at8vvTps roZv
O4z7ov] dyy EL KaT'a ra 7rca'rpta7~ t1epedL r
[

'Affqvas (4

tepa

?KTa]Ta

Kat

?)

rapale/rqovaa
KMTa Ta 7raTpw,

arparta.
The use of the phrase
to which Hanell maintained that little importance need be attached, is thus vindicated. For
the general duties of the OatS-v"rg, cf. Foucart,
Les Mysteres d'Eleusis, 1914, pp. 206ff., and
Toepffer, Att. Geneal., 1889, p. 159.

b (Plate 29). Agora I 4724. Found 16 April,
1937, in suirface fill, Section ??.
Maximum
width, 0.073 m.; height, 0.10 m.; thickness,
0.055 m.; height of letters, 0.02 m. Broken on
all sides.
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Line 1. The letter might also be gamma.
Line 3. Evi[,uoXr8-]?
Line 7. The strokes of the v are cramped together, as if the mason were trying to correct
an error here.
d (Plate 29). Agora I 4721 c. Found 17 April,
1937, in surface fill, Section (F. Maximum
width, 0.045 m.; height., 0.085 m.; thickness,
0.065 m.; height of letters, 0.018 m. Height of
vacat at bottom, 0.04 m. Broken on all sides.

vacat
The fragment is assigned to Block I because
the punctuation-dots and letter-stroke are more
widely and deeply cut than those of Block II.
67. BLOCK II.

1---]ho.l[--5

---]kE

---

Line 1. The end of a vertical is visible, followed by two slanting strokes, as for alpha or
gamma.
Line 3. Cf. 66 a, line 14.
Line 4. There are traces of a slanting stroke
in the right-hand break.
c (Plate 29). Agora I2470 c. Found 20 March,
1939, in a modern house, Section BB. Maximum width, 0.135 m.; height, 0.19 m.; thickness, 0.105 m.; height of letters, 0.02 m. Broken
on all sides.

FACEA.
a (Plate 30). Agora I 4721 j. Two joining
fragments; upper found 14 March, 1939, in
modern wall, Section BB; lower found 23 May,
1938, in east wall of Hypapanti church, Section
II. Maximum width, 0.16 m.; height, 0.35 m.;
thickness, 0.125 m.; height of letters, 0.0130.015 m. Broken on all sides.
1

tv.
7rEV]Te

-a]

X[OLVLOK(S

4ntTO[V:

O]VO

5

Te [TapTe.?---

---] v:

xop[OTpO0/b
-- -] htepe`a[-- O]CO TT[cpTE ?
VOS

]-]

I[-

aA]cpTov:

10

h [---

---IpTE he-----]:

7P?reVT[E

E[---

---]IV:

---?

---]pta cal --5 ---] ov apx I----]

?---

h?---

vtKo

[---

fiacr]Xeia: vI---

- - S-] XtPO

15
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Line 1. The final letter starts with a stroke,
slanting at the angle of the nu as elsewhere
written.

III B, lines 24-5, where the priestess of Demeter ( ?) performs the ritual to Kourotrophos in
cases of pollution of sacred ground.

Line 3. Cf. line 9. The amount of barley-meal
may have been one (or more) ?qLLEKTfOV (5 4

Line 6. The final letter appears to be a vertical
stroke, but is uncertain.

or EKTEV;
XOLVLKI4),,mtTETapTEov (--6
XoLVLKES),
(= 8 XOCK&EuS);25 for ak4tTOV EKTEVU, cf. I.G.,

Line 8. The ETVOswas a thick pulse soup, an
everyday form of diet (Ar., Acharm., 246;
Batrach., 62, 506; Hipp., 1171); but it could
also be offered to a deity, since it formed the
offering which gave its name to the festival
Puanopsia in honour of Apollo (Photius, s. vv.

II2,

1358 b, lines 45 if.

Line 4. Cf. line 7, where the amount of wine

must be one or moreTeTapTaL. The TETappT7 (5 3
xo'0) was j of a uETp7p 7S or dp4opev's. It is not
attested elsewhere as an Attic measure, but it
was used in the Doric states of Thera (I.G.,
Kos
),
XII, 3, 450, line 18, otvo TfTa[pT7
(Heil. Gesetze, p. 10, no. 2, lines 18 and 25, otvov
TETapTa), and Lakonia, where the wine offered
in sacrifice by a Spartan king was a TETapIn
AaKWVLKv
(Herod., VI, 57); the qualifying
AaKWVLK?4 here indicates that there was a TETapTV)
of a different standard elsewhere. The Peloponnesian measure was probably 1j times the Attic
(cf. Johnston, J.H.S., LIV, 1934, p. 181).
Line 5. The triple punctuation is evidently used
throughout to mark the beginning of a new
clause (for paragraphing, see p. 99 below), and
from the evidence of No. 67 b and c it appears
likely that we should restore the name of a deity
here. Ko'p[ is equally possible. Traces of the
bottom of a vertical stroke occur after the
omikron, so that the rho, though not certain.
seems reasonably likely. On the connection of
Kourotrophos with Demeter, cf. Prehn, PaulyWissowa, R.E., XI, s. v. Kurotrophos, 2215,
and Kern, R.E., IV, s. v. Demeter, 2737 f. She
received a sacrifice, with other minor deities,
before the Skira (I.G., II2, 1358 b, lines 30 if.,
51 ff.; cf. Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 40 ff.),
and possibly also before the Mysteries (I.G.,
II2, 1358 b, lines 5-6); she was also connected
with the Thesmophoria (Ar., Thesm., 296 ff.;
Prott-Ziehen, Leges Graecorum Sacrae, II, p.
8); cf. also Herzog, Heil. Gesetze, p. 22, no. 8,

Ilvavo,tda, llvav4ut'v).

Line 13. The only possible restoration here
seems to be [4vXoftaaorJX,E%tor [/3act]XEi3at; the

simple term seems to have been used for the
compound in the archaic period (Plutarch,
Solon, 19, 4; Andokides, IIpt TWV MVrr., 78;
cf. Arist., 'AO. MoA.,8, 3, ed. Sandys, 1893, pp.
31 ff.).

For the duties of the 4vAof3aXtAds, cf.

Arist., Pol., VI, 8, 20; Pollux, VIII, 111 and
120; Prott-Ziehen, L.G.S., II, pp. 63 ff.;
Dittenberger, S.I.G.3, no. 111 (=-I.G., I2, 115),
line 12; Oliver, Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 26. As
they had no specific connection with the Eleusinion, the reference here may be to the yt'pa or
perquisites to be given to some other officials
[0Ika tots

ftamt]XCOM.

Line 14. No satisfactory restoration can be
offered. In a late fifth-century list of accounts
of the Eleusinian deities (Hondius, Nov. Inscr.
Att., 1925, pp. 91 if., no. XIII; cf. S.E.G., III,
35, and Raubitschek, Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp.
34 ff.), one of the items is [8CKa'TE] XvTrpov,
which Hondius suggests may be from the ransom of captives in the Peloponnesian war; but
whether there was a custom of apportioning
one-tenth of all ransoms to the Eleusinian goddesses, and, if so, whether it dates back as far
as the early fifth century, and so could be referred to here, is pure conjecture. The final
letter might possibly be alpha, not omikron;
the stone is damaged at this point.

25 On the subject of dry and liquid measures, cf.
Hultsch, Gr. u. Rami. Metrologie2, 1882, pp.
99 ff.; Segre, Metrologia, 1928, pp. 130 ff.; Broneer, Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 222 ff.; S. Young,
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 278 ff.
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Line 16. Here presumably was the name of
another deity, now lost but for the initial
E-,
b (Plate 30). Agora I 4721 h. Found 26
February, 1938, in modern wall south of Hypapanti church, Section II. Maximum width,
0.13 m.; height, 0.245 m.; thickness, 0.095 m.;
height of letters, 0.015 m. Broken on all sides.

- - -]loT
---]:::

5 ---]

[-

joining face (uninscribed).26 Width of right
margin, 0.013 m.
Chandler, Inscriptions, II, 1774, no. 28, pp. 54
and xxv; Boeckh, C.I.G., I, no. 9, pp. 22 ff.;
Rose, Inscr. Graec., 1825, p. 22, pl. III, 3;
Franz, El. Ep. Graec., 1840, pp. 98 f.; I.G., I,
531; Hicks, B. M. Inscr., I, no. lxxiv, pp.
136 ff.; I.G., I suppl., p. 53; Mommsen, Feste,
1898, pp. 512, note 1, and 521, note 1; I.G., I2,
839; Deubner, Att. Feste, 1932, p. 162; S.
Young, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 279, note 34.

- -

*

vacat otvi---

to

] EVT [--_---]

.~~~~~~~ta[---

1

? --3Ep4 [x&EZ

OSV4-

-

-

-

Line 3. Faint traces of a slanting stroke appear
in the break before the ?; [u]ixrT4---?
Cf.
67 d and n.
Line 4. Although the cult of Erechtheus belongs properly to the Akropolis, he appears to
have had a certain connection with the Eleusinian deities. Thus the Eleusinian rites were,
according to one tradition, established during
his reign (Marmor Parium, lines 28-9; Escher,
Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., VI, s. v. Erechtheus,
408 f.); and in the Skira the priest of Erechtheus, or Poseidon-Erechtheus, took part in the
procession (Schol. Ar., Ekkl., 18; cf. Deubner,
Att. Feste, pp. 45, note 6, and 46, note 13).
Line 5. The unoccupied space here may be only
an oversight by the mason, if (e. g.) he left his
spaces for punctuation to be filled in subsequently with the punch, and overlooked this.
c (Plate 30). Brit. Mus. 74. Purchased in
Athens, exact provenance in the city unknown.
Maximum width, 0.07 m.; height, 0.285 mi.;
thickness, 0.185 m.; height of letters, 0.015 m.
Broken at top, bottom, back and left side; the
right edge is preserved, with part of the ad-

-

--helcu]

-]

5

-

L[ov--a ,--

Krr-

to[
]XPIV -LotII: xa-r
1
t TotI-

10

--

8o] lrv'?t: XI--[

---la:

: : A't IIoAket-L-

--

] rp,tq X-

15

oLvIjKET
---

Lines 4-5. The forms -LLfKTYew and

ql/tLKTEtOV

were both used in the fourth century and later;
cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Grammatik3,p. 128,
15 and note 1146; Dittenberger, S.I.G.3, no. 83,
p. 105, note 3; Michon, Metm. Acad. Inscr.,
XIII, 1923, p. 6. The form itKrf'ov is used,
however, in Ar., Neph., 643, 645. Cf. also I.G.,
I2, 76, line 7, and Z.G., II2, 1184, lines 8-9.
Lines 5-6. As Hicks suggested (op. cit., p.
137), this may be a reference to the Proarktouria (= Proerosia; Deubner, op. cit., pp.
68 f.) which, as a pre-sowing festival, had
particular reference to Demeter and Kore.

26 In the top break of this side are visible the marks
/., which at first sight suggested to me
the remains of a final line of letters; but they are more shallow than the decisive chisel-strokes of the
inscribed face, and similar in general appearance to the other casual scratches on this side. The
photograph on Plate 30 is by kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
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Lines 10-11. I leave Hicks' acute restoration
here, because I cannot suggest a better one;

as the nominative form; cf. Boisacq, Dict.
Etymk.2 p. 981, s.v. rpEtZ.
If this fragment is indeed to be connected
with the others, the inclusion of Zeus Polieus
in any Eleusinian list of sacrifices seems curious.
It can only be suggested that, as members of
the Kerykes clan undoubtedly took part in the
Dipolieia (I.G., J2, 843; Deubner, op. cit., p.
166; Ferguson, Studies presented to E. Cacp
ps,
1936, p. 148, note 20), they may have made an
offering to Zeus Polieus on that account in
the Eleusinion as well. Even if the fragment
should prove finally to belong to another contemporary monument, it would still be necessary to reject Hicks' restoration of it as part
of the narrow side of a stele, with only 2-3
letters lost in each line:

but one would expect to find the lo%v7vros, as
an official of the Dipolieia, following the reference to the latter deity, rather than in the preceding clause.
Lines 12-13. At

is restored here in

lloAXte

preferenceto AwroXtdots (Hicks, op. cit., p. 137),
because the other two similar clause-openings
(67 a and b) suggest the names of deities rather
than festivals. For the old dative form At, cf.
Hicks, op. cit., p. 138, and Deubner, op. cit.,
p. 158.
Lines 14-15. The form rpcs, usually taken as
an accusative Tptl, is restored here and passim
---Il J]Xplt9[Sv he|puthc]KTIrlo[v,
HpoIapKT]OVpIkL
t
X[DYv!X]a : : : Al7roX[Io Iat or - LJOtL],

[S

|I[-e-

Not only is the sense dubious, but the spacing
of the letters would be impossible, since we
should then have a length of line varying between 4 letters (lines 9 or 10) and 7 (lines 5
or 6, 13 or 14, 15 or 16).

*I

( ?)
pLS,

.

]:

? vacat
1

:7671

45
ca.6
..
ca~.4a-t,

ca.

-

-

-

-

10
vart-

--aJ]

7--

v-

.f ---

- _

15,

The topmost line here is restored as a vacat
(height 0.016 m.) on the analogy of the similar
vacat at the top of fragment f, lines 11-12. For
*the restoration 1VTa'rc- here, cf. fragments b
and n.
c (Plate 31). Agora I 4721 e. Found 23 April,
1937, in late wall, Section @E. Maximum width,
0.025 m.; height, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.015 m.;
height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Broken on all
sides.

ca.4

---

- -- J

5

[/310]7V'rj0t:

XIOLVL[KES
| IrVV]c

- -i-

d (Plate 30). Agora I 4721 m. Found 29
April, 1939, in Byzantine fill, Section BB.
Maximum width, 0.105 m.; height, 0.245 m.;
thickness, 0.13 m.; height of letters, 0.013 m.0.015 m. Broken at left side, back, and bottom;
top and right edges preserved, with part of
adjacent face (uninscribed). Width of right
margin, 0.01 m. Inscribed face and right side
very much worn. The fragment has the appearance of tapering slightly towards the top,
but this may be due to the battered state of the
top right-hand corner.

TOL
70

Ka

- -]
---

. 0

r_
r

70

-

- -]aX[-- -

5 ---II

---
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FACE

I E I EAP
A10+1 Ma
TEY $:ME

h. Agora I 5318c + Agora I 4721 f
+ I.G., J2, 838 (lost).

f + g+

f (Plate 31). Found 19 November, 1938, in
modern house, Section BB. Maximum width,
0.095 m.; height, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.025 m.;
height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Broken at both
sides, bottom, and back: top edge preserved,
with part of top surface (uninscribed), extending back 0.025 m. Height of margin at top
0.016 m.

o+

>1+0

RM I tj
yc
y
Fig. 1. Frag. h

g (Plate 31). Found 12 May, 1937, in modern
fill, Section 00. Maximum width, 0.11 m.;
height, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.04 m.; height of
letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Broken on all sides.

(Fig. 1). Boeckh, Hall. Allgemein. Lit. Zeitg.,
1835, 3-5, p. 18, no. 36 (= Kleine Schriften.
VI, 1872, xix, p. 431); Franz, El. Ep. Grcec.,
1840, p. 99; I.G., I, 532; Meisterhans-Schwyzer,
Gramnmatik3,
p. 127, note 1137; I.G., J2, 838;
Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVI, 1941, p. 176, note 3.
Maximum width (of combined three), 0.32 m.;
height (= of I.G., J2, 838, as restored here),
0.185 m.; thickness unknown.

h (Fig. 1). Seen by Ross in Athens (exact spot
unknown) before 1835, built into a wall. All
subsequent publications are based on Boeckh's
transcription of the copy in Ross' notebook,
which is given in majuscule type in I.G., I, 532

/\/ ?H E V1

+ Pifl0

EK T E

\0+Ifv>

A/ 0: +
E/F T
T0 o
:OI
:0H 10K
T \OSo [AT
T YS

*H E k< E V
?A
A/:H EAV,T TAET PT

ES A /AAO/\/V- E Y K O/V:)T

IMA3H

I TETA
0 MA Y

O

T

t

A
I k E:
ot 03 I \/\ I 0 + I IT:V\QV\!
T
I$+ 0Iv

h

f

8

Fig. 2. Frags. f, g, h
vacat

1 Xpt6v?: hel
oes

---

teKcTEa

h [E]7Ta:

t OK]rO:

5 --- v: h

P[A]CTOS:

KO[Tv'aX-

XAat'o[:]

he,lxo[v?---

Ljt]ETap [T] Eov

IS] TeTa[p]Tat:

rpS

0

Xot]VtKE]

O
ca. 1_?

[:]

TvpO

[v ---

[K]va-o

L
XO[ VKE

10V XEV,Ov: T]plS

10

x-

hejxc: Ka[.P h]qLt'xovE-

hEK]TeVS:

vov:

O [tvo:

-4[S

c

-

-12

[Tp-

Cora-

] tLEX[aJ-

As Plate 31 shows, the join of Frags. f (I
5318 c) and g (4721 f) is'not certain; the break
at the back is not continuous, g being the thicker
of the two. Nor is there any direct evidence
that the top edge of I.G., J2, 838 was preserved;
it seems reasonably likely, however, from the
fact that no traces of any letters were copied
by Ross above his first line, although the line
is 7 letters long; also, it is described by Kirchhoff in I.G., I, 532 (quoting from Boeckh or
Ross) as " Frustulum tabulae marmoreae," and
the existence of a top edge might account for
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the use of the word " tabula." The hypothesis
of the triple join rests mainly on the similarity
of the lines as restored to those of I.G., II2,
1184, a decree of the fourth century B.C. defining the amounts to be contributed to the
priestess for the sacrifices at the Thesmophoria
by the two women chosen to be the apxovoaa
from the deme Cholargos (lines 3 if.): Tas 8o

i (Plate 31) E.M. 101. Provenance unknown;
presented to the Epigraphical Museum by C.
G. Oikonomopoulos. Maximum width, 0.04 m.;
height, 0.095 m.; thickness, 0.03 m.; height of
letters, 0.015 m. Broken on all sides.
__ - -p[

-

- -

ad4ao'epa9 &80vat s lepetas (sic)
apxvoUas KOtVEt
tS rqv fopTrqv Kat Tqv 7rtLuAetaV
TLV0fi
ESO4wpioV
7/Yt/KTlroV

KpfGWV, 7)/MUKTElOV
7rvpwv, 7utKT O0V AX4L_

aCX
OtVOVq1tXOVV^at'ov,
ovv
T()wV

lq/LLKTrcov

XEVKWV

XOLvtKa,

W

todv
pwv,
ovo

KOTvAas

/.fAdVaVV XOtVtKa,

7)/rL&EKTC0V,

XO,'X

ptAtroS,

amoal4v

[I] ?5KWVOw

XOVtKa

TVp0v 8Uo rpoaaAXtag /? EaTarrov 7) TrTTa UI
[t]avav
erp
ri7po o
^
'ta
Kat 0KOp8oV 8v0o mrTaT7pag
eKaTepaV
xat 8&8[a]
a
f
VEWo 3otoV, Kat apyvptov FFFF 8paXpas.
o v7
EAaTT0VOS

Line 1. If we restore (e. g.) xptdov before
[hqI]tfKTrca, this would give a minimum width
of 0.54m. for the whole face; but there may
be considerably more missing from the lefthand side (see above, pp. 90 f.). H is restored
for the 7th letter instead of Ross' P, on the assumption that the break cut across the letter
(Fig. 2). Three and a half EKTEKt(= 28 xotvWKE9)
is a larger amount than any identifiable on the
rest of these fragments; the same applies to
the amounts of the other offerings as restored
here-6 (or 6j?) xo4s of wine, 8 KoT'Aat of
honey, 3 reTaprat of cheese, 6 XotVtKEs
of sesame
seeds. They may perhaps represent a sum total
of smaller amounts; but whether they are to be
connected specifically with the Thesmophoria
is uncertain.
Line 5. The

ru/vrrapr7ov

(for accent cf.

nuwec-

rcov) occurs passim in the fifth-century lex
sacra from the deme Paiania (cf. Peek, loc. cit.,
where the restoration heqL]trTrap
[rEovis suggested
indepen.dently for I.G., J2, 838).
Line 6. Cheese is usually specified by weight
(cf. Michon, Mehn. Acad. Inscr., XIII, 1923,
pp. 12 ff.; Kroll, Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., X, s. v.
Kase, 1489 ff., esp. 1494). The Liddell, Scott,
Jones, and McKenzie, Greek-English Lexicon,
s. V. Terapry quotes only a late source (Pap.
Mag. Leyd., V, 6, 24) for an example of the
word used for a weight.

j (Plate 31) Agora I 5318b. Joined from
three fragments, found 6 and 11 October, 1938,
in modern houses, Section BB. Maximum width,
0.11 m.; height, 0.24 m.; thickness, 0.025 m.;
height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Broken on all
sides.

---]v:

he[a---

- --]Kaf

5

-

- -- -]ao[--] o4 - - - --

10--

[--

--]t-

-]x9

-

---JoII

[- --

]x [--

-

Line 2. [o]j3eX-, if correct, may refer either to
a money payment, as in I.G., J2, 6, lines 88 and
95, or to the price of one of the requisites, as
the torch for the Thesmophoria in I.G., 1I2,
1184, lines 13-14; or it may refer simply to a
spit or spits, as in the provisions for the Antheia and Pr(o) erosia, in the Paianian lex sacra,
Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVI, 1941, p. 174.
k (Plate 31). Agora I 4721 1. Found 20 March,
1939, in Turkish fill, Section BB. Maximum
width, 0.12 m.; height, 0.295 m.; thickness,
0.05 m.; height of letters, 0.014-0.016 m. (lines
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1-13), 0.012-0.014 m. (lines 14-16). Height of
vacat in centre 0.02 m. Broken on all sides.
1

---14E----

---14A-----1EX[-

-

- ---a:

5

- --]

-Tv [-

from Miletos, Milet, I, 3, pp. 276 ff., no. 132;
the temple-accounts from Ephesos, Hogarth,
Excav. at Ephesus, pp. 120 ff.
I (Plate 32). Agora I 4390. Found 17 January, 1936, in modern house, Section ?E. Maximum width, 0.10 m.; height, 0.14 m.; thickness,
0.095 m.; height of letters, 0.012-0.015 m.
Broken on all sides.

-

h4[---

---]:
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1

---]J{---

---KOT]vXa[---

---]

10

huEK

---]Iv:

---]
---]:

15

[o'r7vAa?---

vacat
---]oIoXo ---

- --IC

-

5

-

-

-

-]

V[4- - - - a'[-- -

---]ta:

-]PE[

7r[---

AXa[to---

--

-]

E[---

TO[---

EX[ -- -

This is one of the key-fragments, showing as
it does how the cutting changes on the same
face from the coarser appearance, as on Frags.
f-g, i-j, to the smaller, finer lettering typical
of the right-hand adjacent Face C (see above,
p. 90).
Line 8. For hquuK[o-rvXa],
cf. the commentary
on o, Face B, lines 2-3. Whether the vacat is
part- or whole-line is uncertain (cf. s, where
the line below, as here, runs in the same direction as that above). In boustrophedon inscriptions of any considerable length, where the
sense requires that there shall be a pause, e. g.,
between a preamble and a following paragraph,
or between two paragraphs, the mason would
complete thefirst sentence, and thenbeginagain
in the same direction as the line above, to denote
the beginning of a fresh point. For examples
of this practice, cf. the Dreros laws, B.C.H.,
LXI, 1937, pp. 333 ff. and Rev. Phil., XX, 2,
1946, pp. 131 ff.; the Gortyn laws, Mon. Ant.,
III, 1893, pp. 1 ff.; the Eltynia law, I.C., I, x,
pp. 90 ff., no. 2 (unless the top line here is to
be interpreted as an omission, rectified by insertion at the top); the sacral law-fragment

Line 6. The strokes of the upsilon are curved,
as in m and n. The lettering of this fragment
resembles the finer cutting of Face C, but the
corrosion of the strokes is similar to that on
Face B. It is therefore concluded that it came
from the lower part of B, as typified in the last
3 lines of k.
m (Plate 32). Agora I 4432. Found 26 January, 1937, in debris of modern house, Section 00.
Maximum width, 0.082 m.; height, 0.165 m.;
thickness, 0.05 m.; height of letters, 0.013 m.
Broken on all sides.

]--

5

---]

-]

8[--

- -

Sv'[]f70o--

- --]xo[V---

The surface is very battered, but the deep cutting and small size of the letters indicate that
it may belong, like 1, to the lower part of B.
Line 5. The strokes of the upsilon are curved
as in I and n.
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n (Plate 32). Agora I 2253. Found 22 December, 1934, in modern house, Section II. Broken
at top, left side, back, and bottom; right edge
preserved, with part of adjoining Face C (inscribed). Maximum width, 0.085 m.; height,
0.125 m.; thickness, 0.03 m.; height of letters
of B, 0.015-0.017m., and of C, 0.012-0.014m.
Width of right margin of B, 0.014 m., and of
left margin of C, 0.01 m.
Frag. n
C

B

-

]Ta

--

1

hcpj]&[pTEOV?---

s: ot[vo ?---

----

cTTO[I--

B, lines 5-6. The reference is undoubtedly to a
mystes or mystai, but in what connection it is
impossible to say. For the curved upsilon, cf.
I and m.
o (Plate 32). Agora 1 5318 a. Found 14 March,
1938, in east wall of Hypapanti church, Section
II. Broken at top, left side, back, and bottom;
right edge preserved, with part of adjoining
Face C (inscribed). Maximum width, 0.104 m.;
height, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.06 m.; height of
letters of B, 0.015 m., and of C, 0.011-0.015 m.
Width of right margin of B, 0.015 m., and of
left margin of C, 0.01-0.015 m.

Frag. o
C

B
1

-

5

opL
]T.

lKo'n,hqlul
Xa: h [E7rTa? - - --a]XdbLTov:

eV[- - -

:v-

B, lines 2-3. The form rLLLKO'TVXoVis not otherwise attested; later writers give utico
tXkvq and
,uKoTvXtov. There is no doubt about the reading here, however; hence in I.G., J2, 842, a
sacral inscription of the first half of the fifth
century, the readings of faces A, line 2, and D,
line 4 should probably be Tpt] hquKo'TVr[ov and
TpthEuKO'TVA[ov. The reading of D, line 4 as
Tpth6ucKOT1At-

in I.G., I2, is incorrect;it should

be TpthqtUKOTvX-, as given in I.G., I suppl., p. 5,
and confirmed by an examination of the stone
itself in the Britism Museum.
C, line 3. If the last letter is gamma, there may
be a reference here to yoi3pog,an archaic word
for a form of cake flavoured with lentils, which
occurs in Solon's verse (Athen., XIV, 645 f.;
Diehl, Anth. Lyr., I, p. 38, no. 6).
FACE C.

p (Plate 32). Agora 4721 b + d. b: found 16
April, 1937, in surface fill, Section OO. d:
found 20 April, 1937, in sand fill, Section ??.

Combined maximum width, 0.08 m.; height,
0.22 m.; thickness, 0.12 m.; height of letters,

0.013-0.015m. Broken on all sides.

1

---]ex[----]TO

X

--

[---

e[---

5---]cw

-[- - -

- - -]Ipv
I---If

- -

- --] -Va[-

]axov[---

10 ---?

K'p ] IJKa [- --]

air

--

-

q (Plate 32). Agora I 5033. Found 3 November, 1937, in modern house, Section AA.
Maximum width, 0.095 m.; height, 0.32 m.;
thickness, 0.22 m.; height of letters, 0.014 m.
Broken on all sides, the break on the left side
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being slightly irregular, that on the right almost
flat.
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s (Plate 32). Agora I 4721 g. Found 9 February, 1938, in modern fill Section AA. Maximum
width, 0.08 m.; height, 0.145 m.; thickness, 0.05
m.; height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Height of
vacat in centre 0.018-0.02 m. Broken on all
sides.

--

---ICK

vacat
['ov?
hcIuCKT

The height and narrow face of this fragment
are typical of those grouped under Face C, and
in particular its thickness should be noticed.
No joins, however, could be made between
either its left side and the backs of the B fragments, or its right side and the backs of the
A fragments, nor vice versa, although the flat
backs of the B fragments resemble the break
on the right side. This was perhaps to be expected, since, had there been a join, it would
have meant that this fragment came from near
the left or right edge of C, whereas, as far as
one may judge from the remaining letters, there
is a good deal of the line missing on either side,
indicating that it came from somewhere nearer
the centre of C.
Line 3. The use of p- here, and X in line 8,
suggests that the mason varied his letters here
as in 67 c.
Line 4. The double punctuation here may be
an error for the triple.
r (Plate 32). Agora I 4721 k. Found 24 February, 1939, in Turkish fill, Section BB. Maximum
width, 0.05 mi.; height, 0.15 m.i; thickness, 0.12
m.; height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. Broken
on all sides.

a---]

For the vacat, cf.

j.

t (Plate 32). Agora I 4721 i. Found 16 April,

1938, in modern fill, Section AA. Maximun
width, 0.07 m.; height, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.045
m.; height of letters, 0.012 m. Height of vacat
at bottom 0.07 m. Broken on all sides.
>

___ft__

vacat
Presumably from the bottom of one of the
faces. As far as can be judged, it resembles
most the fragments from C.
u (Plate 32). Agora 1 4721 a. Found 15 April,
1937, in surface fill, Section .
Maximum
width, 0.025 m.; height, 0.105 m.; thickness,
0.07 m.; height of letters, 0.014 m. Broken on
all sides.
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This fragment may belong to any of the three
inscribed sides.
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Fig. 3. Block II

The date of these blocks, judged by the letter-forms, falls somewhere at the turn
of the sixth and fifth centuries. Material for comparison is provided by: (1) an
Agora boundary-stone, dated by the pottery in its bedding to ca. 510-480,27whose
letter-forms, including the rho R and epsilon E, compare well with those of our
Block I; (2) the archaic stele from Marathon,28of which Vanderpool has shown that
side A is probably to be connected with the reforms of Kleisthenes; it also has the
R and E ; Side B, dated shortly after the battle of Marathon, and cut stoichedon, shows
already the theta 0, tailless E, and alpha with almost horizontal crossbar; (3) the
Eleusis altar, I.G., 2, 5, where the form of the preamble suggests a date shortly after
the reforms of Kleisthenes, and the lettering resembles that of Block I; (4) the Salamis decree, I.G., 2, 1, dated by different authorities as shortly before

29

or shortly

80

after 500, which again resembles Block I; (5) the second epigram for the fallen of
Marathon." The first, cut by an unusually gifted mason with a style of his own,"2
cannot be used for comparison,but the second bears a general resemblanceto Block II,
which itself appears to be slightly later than Block I. On these grounds, a date ca. 5 10500 is suggested for Block I, and ca. 500-480 for Block II. The natural conclusion
then would be that they were broken up by the Persians in 480/79.3"
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 205 f., fig. 4; H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, Suppl. IV, pp. 107 if.,
esp. p. 110, where a tentative date is suggested as " last decade of the sixth century."
28Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 329 ff., figs. 1-4.
29Kirchner, I.I.A., no. 12, pl. 6; H. A. Thompson, op. cit., p. 110; Wade-Gery, Cl. Qu.,
XL, 1946, pp. 101 ff.
30 Raubitschek, J.H.S., LX, 1940, p. 52.
31 Kirchner, op. cit., no. 18, pl. 9.
32
His masterpiece, as is well known, is the Hekatompedon pair, I.G., 12, 3-4. Another fragment,
unmistakably from his hand, from the Peiraieus area, is published in Polemon, III, 1947, pp. 17 if.
83 E. Vanderpool points out to me, however, that none of the fragments were actually found
in the Agora " Perserschutt," but all in modern walls or fill.
27
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The main epigraphical peculiarity of these inscriptions is that they were cut
boustrophedon,at a time when the practice had ceased to be normal in Attica, though
not elsewhere.34It is true that the impression given by the older textbooks 8 that Attic
boustrophedonhad ceased entirely by the middle of the sixth century is exaggerated;
thus, in some cases, it was still used even in the last quarter of the century to round
off an inscription in which the final line was not full length."6But the accumulated
evidence of two series of monuments-the Acropolis dedications and the gravemonuments of Attica-makes it clear that by ca. 530 the practice.of writing in consistent left to right was predominating.
How then are we to account for the use of boustrophedon here? The answer
seems to lie in the nature of the monuments. They are religious documents, and so
may provide an example of religious conservatism such as would not prevail under
the same circumstances for secular matters. They deal with the ritual of one of the
oldest sanctuaries of the State, and probably replace earlier documents, dealing with
the same matters, which were themselves inscribed boustrophedon. It is even possible
that our inscriptions-particularly Block I, which has the air of a homogeneous
document-may be literal copies, transcribed from earlier texts on wood or poros.
But the continual repetition of similar detail on most of the fragments of Block II,
and the division into paragraphs and clauises,suggest that it may rather have formed
a compilationof various shorter boustrophedoninscriptions dealing with the different
sacrifices to be performed in the ternenos; that it is, in fact, an early attempt to
synthesize various sacrificial instructions into a sort of code, written boustrophedon
from religious conservatism because the inscriptions from which it was made up
were written in that way.37 The lex sacra from Paiania (second half of the fifth
century) offers a later Attic parallel for this kind of synthesis; here too, although
the sanctuary from which it came is not known, there is a lack of cohesion among
the cults mentioned, which suggests, as Peek points out,38an attempt to compress onto
84
In Crete, as is well known from the famous Gortyn code, it persisted through the fifth and
into the beginning of the fourth century, when the Ionic script had already replaced the epichoric;
cf. Annuario, III, 1916-20, pp. 196 ff., and VIII-IX, 1925-6, pp. 20 ff. In Lakonia also it appears
to have lasted into the fifth century (I.G., V, 2 and 721).
85 Roberts and Gardner, Introd. to Greek Epigraphy, II, p. xii; Larfeld, Handbtuch,II, p. 401.
86 Cf. I.G., I2, 990, where the last line is stoichedon as well as boustrophedon (Raubitschek,
J.H.S., LX, 1940, pp. 51 f.); also the grave-stele, Richter, Archaic Attic Gravestones, 1944, pp.
109 ff. There is also the RF sherd by Onesimos, ca. 480 B.C., showing a school scene with a papyrus
roll written boustrophedon and stoichedon (Beazley, A.R.F., p. 222, no. 55); but in the similar
scene by Douris, of the same period, the scroll reads normally L. to R. (Kirchner, I.I.A., no. 21,
pI. 11).
37A parallel case for such conservatism may be cited in the history of English printing, in which
the use of Roman type became general soon after the middle of the sixteenth century, but the old
black-letter continued to be used in religious and legal works for some time, retaining its ecclesiastical
associations even to the present day.
88Ath. Mitt., LXVI, 1941, pp. 180 f. Cf. further M. P. Nilsson, Eranos, XLII, 1944, pp. 70 ff.
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one stele a series of different instructions, without any editing to form a whole. The
same haphazard method suggests itself, as we have seen above (p. 96), for Block II.
It is a far cry from such early attempts to the officially edited o-vyypa4aL' of 410 and
403 (pp. 106 ff. below); nevertheless, one cannot help being impressed by the amount
of matter which the officials of the Eleusinion evidently managed to include in their
attempt.
It is an interesting point of comparison that in two other States, Miletos and
Thera, similar sacral instructions have been found, of about the same date, and both
are also written boustrophedon. The Miletos calendar, dated not long before the
destruction of 494, was originally inscribed on the wall of a building in the temenos
of Apollo Delphinios, in lines which are over 1.855 m. long.39 The boustrophedon in
this case had a practical advantage, since the amount of walking in store for the
conscientious reader was thereby reduced by half; but this advantage was probably
only coincidental, since we know from the other monuments, both laws and dedications, found at the same site,40that the use of boustrophedonhere also lasted to a late
period, at least for religious matters. Similarly the fragmentary example from
Thera,4"inscribed boustrophedon on an 18-fluted column whose present height is
1.54 m., can hardly antedate the late sixth century, since it is written in a form of
Ionic lettering, not in the epichoric.
For any detailed commentary on the subject-matter, I regret that I have little
to offer beyond what has been already noted in the line-commentarV.42No preamble
or heading of any kind has survived, but the measures of food specified are all in the
nominative,43which suggests that they may have been preceded by a short heading,
e. g., -ra8E OveratL Ev r 'EXEIvotvLO.44 The sacrifices seem to have been listed simply by
the names of the deities, as far as can be seen from 67 a, b, and c, divided from each
39 Milet, I, 3, nos. 31 a-c, pp. 162 ff., 401 if.; Rehm, Handbuch d. Archaeologie, I, 1939, pp.
217 ff., pl. 28, 1; for an illustration of a complete block, cf. Kern, Inscr. Graec., 1913, no. 8.
40 Altar to Hekate (stoichedon-boustrophedon), Milet, I, 3, pp. 153 f. and 275 ff., no. 129
(Shoe, P-ofiles, 1936, pp. 18 and 51); Herakles stele, op. cit., pp. 276 f., no. 132; part of an oracle,
also written on the wall, op. cit., pp. 397 ff., no. 178.
41 I.G., XII, 3, 450 and suppl. p. 30 (I.G., XII, suppl., 1939, p. 87);
cf. also Hiller v.
Gaertringen, Thera, I, p. 147; Prott-Ziehen, L.G.S., I, no. 19, p. 41. Similar columns inscribed
boustrophedon have been found at Naxos (I.G., XII, 5, 40), and Paros (I.G., XII, 5, 105), evidently of earlier date, but too fragmentary for interpretation. Cf. also the column-drum from
Mantineia, I.G., V, 2, 261.
42 For the ritual offeriings in the Eleusinian cult generally, cf. Pringsheim, Arch. Beitr. z. Geschichte d. elcusin. Kults, 1905, pp. 101 ff.; Ziehen, Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., XVIII, s. v. Opfer, 583
(icEpvo4opi'a);
Stengel, Griech. Kultusalt.2, 1898, pp. 160 ff., and Opferbrdutche,1910, pp. 108, 111;
Deubner, Att. Feste, pp. 40 ff.
43 As in the Miletos inscription, where they are the subjects of the verb 8'8orca, and in the
Paiania inscription, where the heading is lost.
44 Cf. the headings of I.G., 112, 1358 and the great recodification of 403 B.C. (pp. 106 f. below).
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other by a triple punctuation-sign.45The only (and doubtful) indication of price is
the [6],/EX- of 67. jNone of the fragments shows any mention of months or days,
though this system of division had been adopted in the Miletos calendar, and probably
also in the earlier sixth-century sacral fragment from Corinth.46 Block I is certainly
to be connected with the Mysteries; in Block II, the only surviving consecutive list
of offerings, as restored, resembles the contributions for the Thesmophoria by one
deme as recorded in I.G., 12, 1184. It should be noted also that similar materialsoil, cheese, and barley-meal- occur on a fragmentary sacrificial,inscription of the
first century A.D. found in the sanctuary of Demeter Eleusinia near Sparta,47which
is thought to be a copy of an earlier document. The name of the festival concerned
has not survived, but an apparent reference to the ceremony of ,uvo-q0rin line 9
/JvEq ---)
suggests the local Mysteries.
(---a-a
As a whole, the quantities mentioned in the fragments of Block II are fairly
modest,48as might perhaps be expected for a list of recipients who were subsidiary
divinities in the Eleusinian cult, or, in some cases, owned sanctuaries themselves elsewhere. The deities and heroes connected with the Eleusinian cult were undoubtedly
numerous. Immarados and Daeiros, the sons of Eumolpos, were buried in the
Eleusinion.49 The great recodification of 403 mentions offerings to be made at the
Eleusinia to the five legendary princes of Eleusis, as well as to Demeter and Kore.50
At the Haloa, the vintage-festival, sacrifices were also made to " the other gods to
whom tradition decreed it."
As far as the offerings are identifiable, it is significant that they are all fruits
of the earth-barley-corn and -meal,52beans, sesame ( ?), oil, wine, cheese and honey.
They were perhaps to be made up into compounds (as the IrpOKaSv'a 5 or reXav6o54)
45 In the Miletos inscription, the sign:
: is used for the divisions between both months and
deities. The same method of indicating clause-division by trebling the punctuation sign used for
phrase-division is adopted by the Hekatompedon stonemason in I.G., J2, 3-4.
46 A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, pp. 69 ff.
47 I.G., V, 1, 1511; for a detailed account, see B.S.A., XVI, 1909-10, pp. 12 if.
and 58 ff., no. 6.
48 Cf. Hicks, B. M. Inscr., I, p. 137.
49 Clem. Alex., Protrept., p. 13.
Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 26 f. Cf. p. 107 below, note 75.
51I.G., JJ2, 949, lines 7-8 and 1299, lines 9-10: Tl TE A7LTpL KaL s KopB Kat TOLS aXAOlT 6EOfS
oLs crarp&ov
qv. Cf. further 0. Broneer, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 274, for cults in the Eleusinion.
52 Wheat is not mentioned in the existing fragments, but it figures with barley so consistently
in later offerings in the Eleusinian cult that it must have been included here on the lost parts of the
inscriptions; as the scarcer cereal (cf. Jasny, The Wheats of Classical Antiquity, 1944, p. 14),
it was probably offered here with barley at the ratio of 1: 2; cf. I.G., 12, 76, lines 5-7 ([-hekteus
of wheat to one of barley) ; I.G., IV2, 1, 40-41, (j-medimnos of wheat to one of barley); Herzog,
Heil. Gesetze, p. 11, no. 3, lines 11-12 (1-medimnos of wheat to 1ij medimnoi of barley); Tod,
G.H.I.2, p. 182.
53 I.G., II2, 1672, line 280.
54 Prott-Ziehen, L.G.S., II, pp. 25 f.; Ziehen, Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., XVIII, s. v. Opfer, 584;
Ferguson, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 56.
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of the type described by Plato 5 as
rotaira

7EXavo&

.

.

.

Kac puEAXTKap7rTO

&EVOLEO&

Kfal

i!AXa &ayv&a
Oi,ara.

The chain of evidence on which hang all these conclusions concerning Block II
is undeniably scanty, and may well have been stretched too far; but, for what it is
worth, it gives us a picture of a block or altar, inscribed with a long series of detailed
offerings to be made to various deities, not only those connected definitely with the
Eleusinian cult, but also those in whose cult (e. g., that of Zeus Polieus) the clan of the
Kerykes had to assist.5" Block I appears to have been concerned principally with
the Mysteries. The tpE't,
the fat8vvr,4, and the R3ovrv;ro' are mentioned (66, 67 a
an{dc), possibly in connection with the perquisites which they were to receive.
It has already been said that these inscriptions, dating from the turn of the sixth
and the early fifth century, stand midway in time between the ancestral religious laws
attributed to Solon and the great recodificationby Nikomachos at the end of the fifth
century. It is now time to examine this statement more closely.
Much new light has been thrown on the subject of Attic leges sacrae by the
identificationof fragments of Nikomachos' code and its immediate predecessor among
the inscriptions from the Agora,57 and their combination with certain similar fragments in I.G., 12, and II2, until then unidentified. The studies in this field of J. H.
Oliver,"8W. S. Ferguson,59and S. Dow 80 have illuminated the literary evidence preserved in the speeches of Lysias XXX (Kara NLKoua'Xov)Y)and Andokides I (llepb
r6iovpuvo-njpvtCo),so that it is now possible to trace the history of Athenian sacred laws
backwards from 399 B.C.to the period before the Persian sack of the city. The results
may be thus set forth:
403-399 B.C. NIKOMACHOS' RECODIFICATION."
Existing fragments of religious code: I.G., 12, 845, I12,
1357 a and b; Agora I 727 (reverse),62 I 687 + 1026 a and
b (reverse),63 I 4310,64" fragment E," 65 I 251 (reverse).68
55 NoMoi,
56

VI, 782 c.

Cf. Toepffer, Att. Geneal., p. 86; Roussel, Mel. Bidez, II, p. 823; Ferguson, Hesperia, VII,
1938, p. 23.
57Meritt, Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 46, no. 34; Oliver, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 5if.; Dow,
Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 30 ff.
58 Loc. cit.
59 Classical Studies presented to E. Capps, 1936, pp. 144 if.
80 Loc. cit.
61
The date when the transcription was finished is not clear from Lysias XXX. In 4, he says
that Nikomachos was occupied on it for four years (i. e., 403-399); in 21-2, that in two years
(i. e., 401-399) the State had already spent 12 extra talents on additional sacrifices, which suggests
that, for practical purposes, the code was already finished in 401 (cf. Ferguson, loc. cit., p. 144).
62 Oliver, loc. cit., no. 2.
65 Dow, loc. cit., E (no Agora number).
63 Dow, loc. cit., C (reverse).
64 Dow, loc. cit., F.
68 Meritt, loc. cit., no. 34.
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This code was written in post-Euclidean Ionic script on the reverse of a set of stelai
which, clamped together to form a wall or walls 67 of varying thickness, were first
erected in the Royal Stoa in 410-404, by the nomothetai elected by the people after
the fall of the Council of Four Hundred. This post-Euclidean calendar on its back,
the work of the avaypaoEvE Nikomachos,was arrangedunder the headings: (a) annual
sacrifices(r7aE o-a Evr-Oerat), (b) trieteric (ra8Ero E'TEpOV os OiVErac),and possibly
(c) penteteric; 68 within these headings, the individual sacrifices were listed in order
under the days of each month in sequence, without (so far as the extant fragments
show) the name of the festival itself being given.69 It was for his work on this code
that Nikomachos was brought to trial.
410-404 B.c. At Ovcr-ia&
at
aEK

7cov KVp,3E(OV

Kat rTav0T7)XOV Kara rag

EXISTING FRAGAIENTS OF RELIGIOUS CODE: I.G., I,

a-vyypaas.

843, 844; Agora,

I 251 (obverse), I 687 + 1026 a and b (obverse), I 591,70 I 945,71 I 590.72

This code was written in pre-Euclidean Attic script on the obverse of the stelai when
they were first erected. Professor Ferguson has shown that in arrangement this
calendar followed on after the political code, and also that, in all probability, whereas
the political code was completed (since the religious code followed it) and remained
valid when the work was begun again in 403 (the decree of Teisamenos which ordered
this resumption specifying that the new nomothetai should concern themselves with
additions only 7 to the existing code, which was itself still regarded officially as the
work of Drakon and Solon, as we know by the wording both of the decree and of
I.G., I2, 115), the whole religious calendar was drafted afresh by Nikomachos and
his colleagues, since the existing obverse deals with the annual sacrifice of the Dipolieia
offered in the last month of the year, Skirophorion (I.G., 12, 843), and the existing
reverse (Agora I 727) with part of the final column of the annual sacrifices, in which
the month Skirophorionmust have brought up the rear on the lost lower part.75Hence
the later calendar cannot merely have completedthe earlier, but must have repeated it.
Ferguson, loc. cit., pp. 144 and 148, note 19; Dow, loc. cit., p. 31.
Ferguson, loc. cit., p. 151.
69 E. g., for the Synoikia, 16 Hekatombaion, the entry simply records the requisite sacrifices
to Zeus Phratrios and Athena Phratria on that day (Oliver, loc. cit., p. 26).
70 Dow, loc. cit., A.
71 Dow, loc. cit., B.
72 Dow, loc. cit., D.
78 Loc. cit., p. 148.
74 t'ay
ayv rpoo84e, Andok., I, 81; Ferguson, loc. cit., pp. 144 f.
5Ferguson
(loc. cit., p. 155, note 52) and Koerte (Glotta, XXV, 1936, pp. 136 ff.) have
further identified the sacrifices in col. III of this reverse fragment as belonging to the Eleusinia
in Metageitnion; hence the lost lower part of col. II contained the end of Hekatombaion and the
beginning of Metageitnion. The last surviving month in col. I has 7 letters lost (according to the
spacing employed for the heading EKATOMBAIUNOXin col. II), i. e .........
vos, which would
67
68
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Professor Ferguson suggested that the reason for this abandonmentof the earlier
calendar and complete redrafting may have been because the arrangement of the
sacrifices was perhaps by cults, in a way which Nikomachos considered to be
unpractical, and also because it was, in any case, unfinished.76 Since his article
appeared, the publication of the new fragments (Dow, loc. cit.) has shown that the
arrangement can hardly have been by cults, since in one column the sacrifices for
Kourotrophos, Leto, and Athena follow immediately under each other, indicating
the various sacrifices of one day. Moreover on the stelai J.G., I2, 840 and 842, both
before 450, the sacrifices are listed under the months. If they were thus listed on the
stelai from which presumably the nomothetai compiled their o-vyypaqat', it does not
seem probable that they would have rejected this obvious arrangement and embarked
on the laborious and unpractical business of re-sorting all the material under cultheadings. In this case, the mention of the Skirophorion sacrifices (I.G., I2, 843) would
mean that the annual sacrifices, at least, were completed.78It may be further suggested that the whole of the earlier code was, in fact, completed, for practical purposes,
and that Nikomachos on his appointment was intended merely to make any further
additions required, as for the political code; instead of which, he redrafted the whole
thing under annual, trieteric (and penteteric?) headings, and proceeded to alter the
existing text. Hence, at his trial in 399, the accuser attacked him " for arrogating
to himself the rights of a vo,uoGEr&s
instead of a mere avaypacEvs,and tampering with
the traditional sacred laws of the KVp/3EvSand o-mrXac,
by erasing certain sacrifices and
adding others, thus at the same time both insulting the authority of the traditional
laws, and involving the already impoverishedState in additional expense. Nikomachos
then counter-accused the accuser of impiety, for daring to suggest that these additional sacrifices were unnecessary and should be abolished. The accuser retorted that
all he was requiring was that Nikomachos should conform to the code already published ('roZsKOLVOL1 Kat KEL.EVOLS) as stated in a decree previously passed by the people
to the effect that the sacrifices made by the State should be " those stated on the
kurbeis and stelai, according to the compilation" (ivEw ra& Ova-iasrag EK rcvKKVp/3ECdV
Kat 'rcV 0-rqXW'vKara ra%o-vyypawa').
Since one of the 410-404 code fragments 8
actually mentions these o-vyypawat',in what is apparently either a heading or a postexclude Skirophorion. If part of the preceding month, and all Skirophorion, were thus contained
in the lost part of col. I (and also possibly a subsequent vacat, to allow the trieteric sacrifices to
begin at the top of col. II), it seems probable that the sacrifices listed in col. I are to be assigned
to the latter part of Mounichion, and the first part of Thargelion, which would fit the 7 letters
required in the heading.
76 Loc. cit., p. 147, note 16, and 150.
77 Dow, loc. cit., f rag. B (Agora I 945).
78 The earlier code seems to have been drawn up, like the later, in narrow columns with the
prices added on the left side of each column; Agora I 251 (obverse), I 945, and I.G., J2, 843, col. II.
9 Lysias, XXX,

17-25.

80

I.G., 12, 844, line 4.
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script to the calendar itself, we may conclude that it is to this code that the accuser
was referring. The board appointed in 410 drew up a compilation from earlier sacrificial lists, which was approved by the people as being in essence a genuine reproduction of the time-revered laws of the kurbeis and stelaj,,and was duly inscribed on
the wall of stelai erected for the occasion. To the accuser, plainly, it seemed a waste
of time, as well as an act of impious arrogance, that Nikomachos should openly
condemn this recent and approved compilation as ineffective, by proceeding to draw
up the whole calendar afresh under a new system of headings, with such additions
and omissions as he himself thought fit.
ca. 479 ( ?) -410 B.C. At' OvUtat att EK TrflV
EXISTING

KVp/3EWV Kat rc'v

FRAGMENTS OF RELIGIOUS CODES IN ATHENS:

o-qXWAv.

I.G.,

I2,

840, 842.

Professor Oliver has shown 81 that in this formula the sacrifices (K r'V KVp,EwV
are those of antiquity, traditionally ascribed to Solon, while those EK r-'ovo-r-qXv are
the later additions or changes, erected on marble stelai like any other decrees, which
the Athenians had to admit to be definitely post-Solonic. The statement of the accuser
illustrates this well: "I am surprised," he says, "that he [Nikomachos] does not
realize that, when he alleges that I am committing an impiety in saying that we ought
to perform the sacrifices as stated on the kurbeis and stelai according to the compilation, he is in the same breath accusing the State; for that is what you yourselves
decreed. And then, [Nikomachos], if you really think that this act is so dreadful,
presumably you think that the people in the old days committed a tremendous crime
because they used to perform only the sacrifices as stated on the kurbeis . . . but
you must admit that our ancestors, who sacrificed only according to the kurbeis,
bequeathed to their descendants a city which was the largest and most prosperous
of all in Greece."82
In other words, this is the interim period between the good old days of the sacrifices E'K T&JV KV'p/3EaV, and the official, State-sponsored o-vyypaqat' ordained in 410. The
additions on the stelai were increasing rapidly in all the sanctuaries, and doubtless
many of them embodiedattempts at compilationmade by the officials of the sanctuary
concerned, as in the case of the deme of Paiania.
The good old days. At Ovo-tcat t,K

TrcV KVp/3EwV.

838, 839;
Agora I 2253, 2470 a-c, 4390, 4432, 4721 a-in, 4724, 5033, 5318 a-c; E.M. 101.
The fragments listed above may be dated on epigraphical grounds, as we have
seen, to the years ca. 510-480 B.C. Had Lysias and his contemporaries seen them,
EXISTING

81 Loc.

FRAGMENTS

cit., pp. 9 f.

OF RELIGIOUS

CODES IN ATHENS:

82

I.G.,

Lysias XXX, 17-8.
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one feels that they would certainly have hailed them as relics of Solonic monuments,
even as fragments of the famous kurbeis themselves. How far would they have been
justified in this? Can we say that they are, in fact, actual copies of any laws of Solon,
or that they constitute kurbeis in any of the disputed meanings of the word?
Although the use of boustrophedon suggests that these monuments are either
adaptations or even actual copies of older laws, there are no grounds for connecting
them in any way with Solon. Plutarch in his Life of Solon refers to his laws in the
sixteenth axon fixing the prices of tEpaZa,83 which presumably Plutarch himself quoted
from one of the current Treatises on the Axones; 84 and he also mentions certain

parts of Solon's code " in which the tEpa and Ovo-tat are contained."85 From other
references also, it is clear that the body of laws attributed to Solon did contain
references to various religious matters.86 From this, two different conclusions may
be drawn: (a) that early in the sixth century Solon had already worked out a comprehensive code or calendarof festivals on the same lines as the later calendars, giving
the names of festivals, their dates, the nature of the offerings and their prices; 87 this
may have been all contained in the sixteenth axon, or have extended over more;
(b) that the sixteenth axon specified the prices of things according to his new currency regulations, including prices of offerings with the rest, but may not otherwise
have dealt specifically with leges sacrae; and that the other references to religious
festivals and offerings are taken from different axones (whose context may or may
not have directly concerned these matters), and, in the aggregate of quotations,
bestow the appearanceof a comprehensive religious code upon what was in reality a
much more primitive and incomplete affair.88 But whatever may be the truth concerning the extent of his religious laws, it seems inherently improbable that inscriptions of so detailed a nature as those on our fragments would ever have been drafted
by a law-giver whose code had to cover as wide a field as that of Solon. Numerous
as were his axones, they would have had to be of incredible size to include such
repetitive details as Block II exhibits in dealing with only one sanctuary besides the
many others.
83

Solon, 23:
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For a list of these, cf. Sondhaus, De Solonis Legibus, 1909, pp. 6 f.
KVP/3fU;
Solon, 25: #EVtOL S' OaatLV 18L'S (V OS ?9a Kat 9V7LaL rpCXoVTaL

a$OVGS

&

Tov'

aAAovs

wvoWa/MrOat.

88

Cf. Pollux, I, 29; Photius, s. v. 'pye'ves (Sondhaus, op. cit., p. 77); Jacoby, Cl. Qu.,
XXXVIII, 1944, pp. 65 ff.
87 For this view, cf. Prott-Ziehen, L.G.S., I, p. 1; Sondhaus, op. cit., pp. 79 f.; Jacoby, op. cit.,
pp. 68 and 72.
88 Cf. Linforth, Solon the Liberator, 1919, pp. 278 ff. and 296, on the difficulty of assessing
the true Solonic matter amidst the mass of material attributed to him by the later writers.
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To answer the second point satisfactorily, everything would turn on the true
meaning of the word kurbis, whose etymology has never been satisfactorily explained.89
Two opposing theories have been advanced: (1) that the word had originally the
concrete meaning of a material object on which laws were written 90 (as au'gov,
aiX'A1,
our English " charter "), which was undoubtedly the belief of the later Greek
writers; 9' and (2) that, whatever its origin, the word had already in the fifth century
a purely abstract meaning, the ancient Law of the land; it might sometimes be used
to designate the material objects on which the laws were written, but no evidence
exists that the word itself ever meant anything but an abstraction, and all the later
writers' attempts to describe a material object are the results of confusion with actual
objects such as the axones.92
It cannot be claimed that the Agora fragments offer any help in solving the
problem of the actual meaning of the word. The boustrophedon predecessors from
which they were taken might have answered it, but even this is doubtful. Whatever
may be the true nature-block, stele or altar-of the monuments on which they are
written, to identify them as material kurbeis without more evidence would be as
unjustifiable as to identify the fragmentary stelai of the 410-404 compilation as
material kurbeis because they do in fact record, as well as all the innovations, the
core of the old iEpa EK n' V KV'p/3EaV. It is these last, the plain " sacrifices as specified
by the kurbeis " before the addenda and corrigenda of the later stelai and o-vyypa4aw,
that our inscriptions may fairly be claimed to represent.
L. H. JEFFERY
LADY MARGARET HALL

OXFORD

89

Cf. Boisacq, Dict. Etym,2, s. v. Kap7ro'S II, p. 416; Swoboda, Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., XII, s. v.
134 ff.
This, the old established view, has been upheld in recent years by M. Guarducci, Rend. Acc.
Pont., VII, 1931, pp. 101 ff.; and Holland, A.J.A., XLV, 1941, pp. 346 ff.
91For a chronological list of their various attempts to describe the kurbeis, see Holland, loc. cit.,
pp. 360 fif.
92 Oliver, loc. cit., pp. 9 if.; Ferguson, Hesperia, VII,
1938, p. 67.
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